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Market Rally 

Economic sentiment appears to have picked up off of its lows. U.S. CPI last week came in at 8.5% (lower than it’s forecast of 
8.7%), commodity and energy prices are cooling, and the market is expecting CPI to come in at 8.3% on its next print. In Canada, 
CPI came in at 7.6% (lower than expectations) and the market is expecting it to be lower on the next print. We still have to 
remain cautious as these print numbers are still far away from the 2% inflation target. We believe it is better to have “cautious 
optimism” and hold both defensive and growth exposures such as ZLU - BMO Low Volatility US Equity ETF and ZDY - BMO US 
Dividend ETF with ZSP - BMO S&P 500 Index ETF and ZNQ - BMO NASDAQ 100 Equity Index ETF. 

Aggregate Bond 

Fixed income (FI) investors are starting to see some light at the end of the tunnel. The market is starting to price in a slowdown 
in rate increases going into 2023 and a possibility of some future rate cuts. A reversal in negative sentiment is positive for bonds 
and recently bonds have started to rally. We have seen increased demand for ZAG - BMO Aggregate Bond Index ETF, ZFL - BMO 
Long Federal Bond Index ETF and ZLC - BMO Long Corporate Bond Index ETF in the last couple of weeks. Many believe that rate 
increases have peaked at this point however, we remain cautious as inflation is still a concern. We are hopeful that this “rate 
increase cycle” will continue to cool inflation. It will be interesting to see how the central banks continue after September on 
how they will be increasing rates if at all. We think ZAG is a great way to play FI as you are not only well diversified across the 
yield curve but diversified between corporate and federal bonds as well.  

Balanced ETFs 

We offer a full suite of Asset Allocation ETFs and we believe that these types of ETFs are great for investors looking for that “one 
ticket solution” such as ZGRO. The Asset Allocation ETF weights are monitored regularly. The portfolios are reviewed quarterly 
and also during periods of volatility where we will do “intra-period rebalances”. These solutions will offer a well diversified 
basket of investments and can work as great core solutions for smaller accounts across numerous investor risk tolerances. ZCON - 
BMO Conservative ETF, ZBAL - BMO Balanced ETF, ZGRO - BMO Growth ETF, ZEQT - BMO All-Equity ETF 

Gold 

ZGD - BMO Equal Weight Global Gold Index ETF is coming off a 2-year low. Gold is typically used as an inflation hedge but hasn’t 
shown up in this recent market environment mainly due to a strong USD. Gold is at an interesting level right now and we believe 
risk is pointing more to the upside than the downside. We don’t expect the USD to stay at these current high levels and we 
believe gold to be a great tactical play at the moment.  

Low Volatility 

Over full market cycles low volatility has offered/offers alpha to portfolios. We think that due to its defensive nature it is 
important to hold some low volatility to your portfolio. Growth has recently started to take off and we’ve always viewed low 
volatility as a great compliment to growth portfolios. ZLU - BMO Low Volatility US Equity ETF, ZLB - BMO Low Volatility Canadian 
Equity ETF 
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Source: Bloomberg, All returns and data points Aug 2022. 
Any statement that necessarily depends on future events may be a forward-looking statement. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of performance. They involve risks, 
uncertainties and assumptions. Although such statements are based on assumptions that are believed to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ 
materially from expectations. Investors are cautioned not to rely unduly on any forward-looking statements. In connection with any forward-looking statements, investors should 
carefully consider the areas of risk described in the most recent simplified prospectus. The viewpoints expressed by the Portfolio Manager represents their assessment of the 
markets at the time of publication. Those views are subject to change without notice at any time without any kind of notice. The information provided herein does not constitute a 
solicitation of an offer to buy, or an offer to sell securities nor should the information be relied upon as investment advice.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  The 
statistics in this update are based on information believed to be reliable but not guaranteed.  This communication is intended for informational purposes only. This article is for 
information purposes. The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed as, investment, tax or legal advice to any party. Investments should be evaluated relative 
to the individual’s investment objectives and professional advice should be obtained with respect to any circumstance. The BMO ETFs or securities referred to herein are not 
sponsored, endorsed or promoted by MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”), and MSCI bears no liability with respect to any such BMO ETFs or securities or any index on which such BMO ETFs or 
securities are based. The prospectus of the BMO ETFs contains a more detailed description of the limited relationship MSCI has with BMO Asset Management Inc. and any related 
BMO ETFs. 
Commissions, management fees and expenses (if any) all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. Please read the ETF Facts or prospectus before investing. 
Exchange traded funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. 
For a summary of the risks of an investment in the BMO ETFs, please see the specific risks set out in the prospectus.  BMO ETFs and ETF series trade like stocks, fluctuate in market 
value and may trade at a discount to their net asset value, which may increase the risk of loss. Distributions are not guaranteed and are subject to change and/or elimination. 
BMO ETFs are managed by BMO Asset Management Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a portfolio manager, and a separate legal entity from Bank of Montreal. 
®/™Registered trade-marks/trade-mark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence. 
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